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A BASIS FOR DEDUCTIVE DATABASE SYSTEMS II 
J. W. LLOYD AND R. W. TOPOR* 
D This paper is the third in a series providing a theoretical basis for deductive 
database systems. A deductive database consists of closed typed first order 
logic formulas of the form A + W, where A is an atom and W is a typed 
first order formula. A typed first order formula can be used as a query, and 
a closed typed first order formula can be used as an integrity constraint. 
Functions are allowed to appear in formulas. Such a deductive database 
system can be implemented using a PROLOG system. The main results of 
this paper are concerned with the nonfloundering and completeness of 
query evaluation. We also introduce an alternative query evaluation process 
and show that corresponding versions of the earlier results can be obtained. 
Finally, we summarize the results of the three papers and discuss the 
attractive properties of the deductive database system approach based on 
first order logic. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of deductive database systems based on first order logic has recently 
received considerable interest because of their many attractive properties [3-6,131. 
In particular, first order logic has a well-developed theory and can be used as a 
uniform language for data, programs, queries, views, and integrity constraints. 
One promising approach to implementing deductive database systems is to use a 
PROLOG system as the query evaluator [2,7,9-11,15,16]. This approach places 
some restrictions on the class of formulas that can be used in the database. However, 
such deductive databases are substantially more general than relational databases 
and can still be implemented efficiently. 
The theoretical basis of such an approach was presented in [9] and [lo]. The 
major results presented in [9] and [lo] were the soundness of the query evaluation 
process and the soundness of integrity constraint checking. A simplification theorem 
for integrity constraint checking was also presented. 
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In this paper, we extend this theoretical basis. The main results to be presented 
are the nonfloundering of query evaluation, and the completeness of query evalua- 
tion for definite or hierarchical databases. We also introduce an alternative query 
evaluation process which regards the PROLOG system as a typed theorem prover 
and thus avoids introducing type predicates. We prove that the results which held 
for the original query evaluation process also essentially hold for the alternative 
query evaluation process. In a few cases, it is necessary to assume that the database 
and query satisfy an additional allowedness condition. 
In Section 2 we prove that the query evaluation process never flounders. In 
Section 3 we prove the two completeness results. In Section 4 we introduce the 
alternative query evaluation process and prove that corresponding versions of the 
earlier results hold. In the final section, we summarize the results of [9], [lo], and this 
paper, and discuss the attractive properties of the deductive database system 
approach based on first order logic. 
We assume familiarity with the definitions, notations, and results of [9] and [lo] 
and with the basic theoretical results of logic programming which can be found in 
PI. 
2. NONFLOUNDERING OF QUERY EVALUATION 
The main result of this section is that the query evaluation process never flounders. 
An important concept which we use to obtain this result is that of an allowed general 
program and goal. 
Definition. Let P be a general program and G a general goal + L, A . . . AL,. 
We say a general program clause A + L, A . . . AL, in P is admissible if every 
variable that occurs in the clause occurs either in the head A or in a positive 
literal of the body L, A . * * AL,. 
We say a general program clause A + L, A . . . AL, in P is allowed if every 
variable that occurs in the clause occurs in a positive literal of the body 
L, A 0.. AL,. 
We say G is allowed if every variable that occurs in G occurs in a positive literal of 
the body L, A ... AL,,. 
We say P u {G} is allowed if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Every clause in P is admissible 
(b) Every clause in the definition of a predicate occurring in a positive literal in 
the body of G or the body of a clause in P is allowed. 
(c) G is allowed. 
Note that an allowed unit clause must be ground and every allowed clause is 
admissible. These definitions generalize Clark’s definition [l] of an allowed query 
and Shepherdson’s covering axiom [14]. Moreover, every allowed general goal is 
range restricted [12]. For later use, we remark that one can also make a definition 
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analogous to the above for typed general programs and goals. Several important 
properties of allowed general programs and goals are given below. 
De3nition. Let P be a general program, G a general goal, and R a safe computation 
rule. We say the evaluation of P U {G} via R flounders if at some point in the 
evaluation a goal is reached which contains only nonground negative literals. 
Proposition 1. Let P be a general program, G a general goal, and R a safe computation 
rule. Suppose that P u ( G > is allowed. Then the following properties hold: 
(a) The evaluation of P U {G} via R does not flounder. 
(b) Every R-computed answer substitution for P U {G} is a ground substitution for 
all variables in G. 
PROOF. (a): Since P U {G} is allowed, one can prove by induction that every goal in 
an SLDNF-derivation of P U {G} via R (including subsidiary derivations) is 
allowed. The result then follows, as a goal containing only nonground negative 
literals is not allowed. 
(b): Let G be + L, A . -. AL,, and let G,= G, G, ,..., G,=O be an SLDNF- 
refutation of P U {G} via R using substitutions 8,, . . . ,8,. Note that any input 
clause whose head is matched against a positive literal in the refutation has the 
property that each variable which occurs in the head also occurs in the body. It is 
straightforward to prove by induction on the length n of the refutation that 
(L, A - -A A L,)8,8, - - - 8, is ground. The result then follows. q 
De$nition. Let D be a database, Q, its type theory, Q a query +-- W, where 
x1, -. . , x, are the free variables in W, and xi has type 7i (i = 1,. . . , n), and R a 
safe computation rule. We say the evaluation of D U {Q} via R flounders if the 
evaluation of some P u {G} via R flounders, where P is a general form of 
D* U Cp U {answer(x,, . . . , x,) + W* A 71(x1) A . - - AT,,(x,)} and G is the gen- 
eral goal + answer(x,, . . . , x,). 
To show that the evaluation of D U {Q} cannot flounder, 
lemma. 
we need the following 
Lemma 1. Let D be a database, @ its type theory, and Q a query +- W, where 
Xl,. . * 9 x, are the free variables in W and xi has type r, (i = 1,. , . , n). Let P be a 
general form of D* U@U {answer(x,,...,x,)+ W* ATE/\ --a AT,(x,)}, 
and G the general goal + answer(x,, . . . , x,). Then P U {G} is allowed. 
PROOF. The form of the 10 transformations in [9] and the presence of the type 
predicates ensure that P U {G} is allowed. Cl 
Note that not every clause in P need be allowed. 
Example. Let D be 
P(X) +- vY/oq(xV Y), 
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where x is of type 7. Then a general form of D* is 
P(X) + - r(x) A T(X), 
44 +- - 4(x, y) A a(y), 
where r is a new predicate. The second clause is admissible, but not allowed. 
Proposition 2. Let D be a database, Q a query, and R a safe computation rule. Then 
the evaluation of D U {Q} via R does not flounder. 
PROOF. The result follows immediately from Lemma 1 and Proposition l(a). 0 
Proposition 2 generalizes Proposition 2 of [9]. The use of type predicates also 
ensures that every R-computed answer substitution for D U {Q} is a ground 
substitution for all free variables in W, where Q is + W. 
3. COMPLETENESS OF QUERY EVALUATION 
In Section 3 of [lo], we proved that every R-computed answer substitution for 
D U {Q} is a correct answer substitution for camp(D) U {Q}. We would like to 
obtain the converse of this result. Unfortunately, there is no hope of this, because 
there is no general completeness result even for general programs [8, p.841. However, 
we can prove that query evaluation is complete for the special cases that the 
database is definite or hierarchical. We start by proving the converse of Lemma 1 of 
WI* 
Lemma 2. Let D be a database, Cp its type theory, and W a closed typedJirst order 
formula. Let D* and W * be the type-free forms of D and W. If W is a logical 
consequence of comp( D), then W * is a logical consequence of comp( D* U Cp). 
PROOF. Let M* be a normal model for comp( D* u a). We construct a normal 
model A4 for comp( D). Suppose A4 * has domain C. We define C, = { c E C : c is in 
the relation assigned to 7). A4 assigns to a constant the same element of C as M* 
does. Note that a constant of type r is thus assigned an element of C,, since M* 
satisfies Cp. If j is a function of type ri X . . . X 7, + T and M* assigns j’ to j, then 
M assigns j’](C,, X . . . X C,“) to j. Note that the range of j’](C,, x . . . X C,“) is C,, 
since M* satisfies ip. Let p be a predicate different from = and r, for each type 7. 
If p is of type ri X -. - XT,, and M* assigns p to p’, then A4 assigns p’ n (CT, 
X . ** XC,") to p. Finally, M assigns the identity relation on C, 
to =7, for each type r. 
We now show that M is a model for comp( D). It is easy to see that M is a model 
for the equality axioms. For the remainder of the proof, we require the following 
lemma, whose proof is a straightforward induction argument on the structure of W. 
Lemma 3. Let W be a (not necessarily closed) typedjirst order formula, V a variable 
assignment wrt M, and V * the corresponding variable assignment with respect to 
M *. Then W is true with respect to M and V t~$ W * is true with respect to M * and 
v*. 
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Using Lemma 3, one can establish that M is indeed a model for comp( D). Hence 
M is a model for W and , using Lemma 3 again, M* is a model for W *. Thus W * 
is a logical consequence of comp( D * U a). This completes the proof of lemma 2. 0 
The next lemma gives a form of converse of Lemma 3 of [9]. 
Lemma 4, Let P be an extended program and P’ a general form of P. Then comp( P) 
is a logical consequence of comp( P’). 
PROOF. By Lemma 2 of [9], we only have to prove the lemma when P’ is an 
extended program obtained from P by a single application of transformation Cj) of 
[9]. Suppose that P contains. the extended program clause 
A+ WIA ... IYW~_~A -WA t+$+,A *a. AW, 
and we apply transformation (i) to obtain 
A+W,A...AW;_~A-~(X ,,..., x,)A~.+,A-~-AW,, 
p(+..,xJ + W. 
where xi,. . . , x, are the free variables in W and W has the form 3y, . . . 3y,V. Let 
P’ be the extended program obtained from P by replacing the clause to which the 
transformation was applied by these two clauses. 
Now comp( P’) contains the formula 
vz, *. -~zn(P(zl,...,zn)tf3x1 . ..3xn((z1=x1) A a-* A(z,=x,) A W)). 
Using equality axioms 6, 7, and 8, in [lo] we can assume that the latter formula is 
replaced in comp(P’) by the formula 
Vx, . . *vx,(p(+..,x,) ++ W). 
It follows easily from this that camp(P) is a logical consequence of comp(P’). •I 
Lemma 5: Let D be a database, Q, its type theory, and Q a query +- W, where 
x1, * *. 9 x, are the free variables in W and xi has type ri (i = 1,. . . , n). Let 9 be a 
correct answer substitution for comp( D) U {Q} that is a ground substitution for 
x1,. * * 7 x,. Let P be a general form of D* U@U {answer(x, ,..., x,)+ W* A 
TV A * - . AT,,(x,)}. Then 6 is a correct answer substitution for camp(P) U { + 
answer( xi, . . . , xn )} . 
PROOF. Since B is a correct answer substitution for comp( D) U {Q} and since 0 is a 
ground substitution for the free variables xi,, . . , x, in W, it follows that WB is a 
logical consequence of comp( D). By Lemma 2, W*8 is a logical consequence of 
comp(D* U @). Hence (W* A +T~(x~) A . - - A Tn(x,))d is a logical consequence of 
comp(D* U 4)). Now, by Lemma l(b) of [9], answer(x,,.. ., x,) B is a logical 
consequence of comp(D* U @ U {answer(x,, . . . , x,) + W* A TV 
A * * * A T,(x,)}). Finally, by Lemma 4, answer(x,, . . . , xn) 8 is a logical conse- 
quence of camp(P). That is, 8 is a correct answer substitution for comp( P) u 
{+answer(x,,...,x,)}. 0 
The first theorem is a database version of a well-known completeness result for 
logic programs [8,Theorem 9.51. 
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Theorem 1 (Completeness of query evaluation for dejinite databases). Let D be a 
definite database, Q a definite query + W, and R a computation rule. Let l? be a 
correct answer substitution for comp( D) U { Q } that is a ground substitution for all 
variables in W. Then 8 is an R-computed answer substitution for D U { Q }. 
PROOF. Let D have type theory @. Let P be D* U Cp U {answer(x,, . . . , x,) + W* 
A 71(x1) A * . * AT,(x,)}, where x1 ,..., x, are the variables in W, and x, has type 7i 
(i= 1 >.“, n). Note that P is in general form. By Lemma 5, 0 is a correct answer 
substitution for comp( P) U { + answer(x,, . . . , x,)}. By Theorem 14.5 of [8], 0 is a 
correct answer substitution for P U { + answer(x,, . . . , x,)}. By Theorem 9.5 of [8], 
there exists an R-computed answer substitution u for P U ( + answer(x,, . . . , x,)} 
and a substitution y such that fI = ay. Since u is a ground substitution for all the 
variables x1,. . . , x,, it follows that 8 = u. That is, 8 is an R-computed answer 
substitution for D U {Q}. Cl 
The requirement in Theorem 1 that e be a ground substitution for all variables in 
W cannot be omitted, since every computed answer substitution for D U {Q} has 
this property. 
We now turn to the completeness result for hierarchical databases. The definition 
of a hierarchical database was given in [lo]. We will also require the analogous 
concept of a hierarchical general program. 
DeJnition. A general program P is called hierarchical if the predicates in P can be 
partitioned into levels so that the definitions of level 0 predicates consist solely of 
unit clauses A + and the bodies of the clauses in the definitions of level j 
predicates (j > 0) contain only level i predicates, where i <j. 
The following lemma is due to Shepherdson [14,p. 731. 
Lemma 6. Let P be a general program, G a general goal + L, A . . ’ A L,, 0 an 
answer substitution for P U { G }, and R a safe computation rule. Suppose that the 
SLDNF-tree for P U {G} via R is Jinite, that every branch of the tree is either 
successful or failed, and that, for every safe computation rule S, the SLDNF-tree 
for Pu{+(L,A -.. AL,)d} via S is not finitely failed. Then there is an 
R-computed answer substitution $I for P U {G} and a substitution a such that 
ea = @ea. 
The next proposition strengthens Theorem 8 of [14]. 
Proposition 3. Let P be a hierarchical general program, G a general goal and R a safe 
computation rule. Suppose that P U {G } is allowed. Then the following properties 
hold: 
(a) The SLDNF-tree for P U {G} via R is finite, and every branch of the tree is 
either successful or failed. 
(b) If 8 is a correct answer substitution for comp( P) U {G} that is a ground 
substitution for all variables in G, then 8 is an R-computed answer substitution 
for PU {G}. 
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PROOF. [(a): By Proposition l(a), the evaluation of P U {G} via R does not flounder. 
Now consider the multiset of levels of predicates associated with each goal G’ of the 
SLDNF-tree for P U {G } via R and any subsidiary trees. As P is hierarchical, every 
descendant of a goal G’ has a smaller multiset than G’. Since the multiset ordering is 
well founded, there are no infinite branches. Moreover, an induction argument on 
the levels of predicates hows that the subsidiary tree associated with each selected 
negative literal exists. Hence the SLDNF-tree for P U {G} via R does exist. 
(b): Note that comp( P) is consistent because P is hierarchical. Let G be the goal 
hLIA .‘* AL,. Now, for every safe computation rule S, the SLDNF-tree for 
PU{+-(L,A .a* AL,) 8) via S is not finitely failed, since otherwise, by Theorem 
15.3 of [8], 6 (L, A . . . A L,) 8 would be a logical consequence of comp( P). This 
would contradict the fact that 8 is a correct answer substitution for comp( P) U {G }. 
Thus, by Lemma 6, there exists an R-computed answer substitution $I for P U {G} 
and a substitution cx such that &X = $&. But as both Band 9 are ground substitu- 
tions for all the variables in G [by assumption and Proposition l(b) respectively], it
follows that 13 = C#J. That is, 8 is an R-computed answer substitution for P U {G}. 
q 
The next result is the database version of theorem 8 of [14]. 
Theorem 2 (Completeness of query evaluation for hierarchical databases). Let D be a 
database, @ its type theory, Q a query + W, and R a safe computation rule. 
Suppose that both D and Cp are hierarchical. Then the following properties hold: 
(a) Each SLDNF-tree for D U {Q} via R is$nite, and every branch of each such 
tree is either successful or failed. 
(b) If 6 is a correct answer substitution for comp( D) U {Q} that is a ground 
substitution for all free variables in W, then B is an R-computed answer 
substitution for D U {Q }. 
PROOF. Let P be a general form of D* U @ U {answer(x,, . , . , x,) + W* A TV 
A . - . A 7,(x,)}, and G the general goal * answer(x,, . . . , x,,), where xi,. . . , x, are 
the free variables in Wand xi has type rj (i=l,..., n). By Lemma 1, PU {G} is 
allowed. By Lemma 5, answer(xi, . . . , xn) 8 is a logical consequence of comp( P). As 
P is clearly hierarchical, the result then follows from Proposition 3. CI 
4. NORMAL QUERY EVALUATION 
So far, we have based the implementation of deductive database systems on the 
standard mathematical logic technique of introducing the type predicates and type 
theory, and transforming the database, which is a typed theory, into a type-free 
theory. However, there is another natural implementation technique available. This 
is to stay entirely within the typed theory and use a typed theorem prover. In other 
words, this method requires an implementation of typed SLDNF-resolution. 
Fortunately, such an implementation is easily achieved, since ordinary resolution 
can equally well be regarded as a typed inference rule. To see this, note that if two 
typed atoms are to be unified then the usual unification algorithm will produce a 
correctly typed unifier, and that the resolvent of two typed clauses is also correctly 
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typed. In fact, it is straightforward to go through the first three chapters of [8] 
replacing the type-free theories used there with typed theories. Thus one introduces 
typed programs, typed Herbrand interpretations, typed models, typed correct answer 
substitutions, typed general programs, and so on, and obtains typed versions of all 
the results in these three chapters. The same comment applies to type-free results 
obtained in [9] and earlier in this paper. 
In short, we can use a PROLOG system to implement a deductive database 
system directly at the typed level. The database and query are transformed into their 
typed general forms, using the 10 transformations given in [9], and then evaluated by 
the PROLOG system. In other words, we use the typed version of the implementa- 
tion of extended programs and goals described in [9]. To distinguish this implemen- 
tation from the earlier one using the type predicates and type theory, we call it 
normal query evaluation. Corresponding to this, we have the concepts of normal 
R-computed answer substitution, normal SLDNF-refutation, normal SLDNF-tree, 
and so on. 
This implementation has the advantage that it is simpler than the earlier one and 
that it completely avoids the inefficiencies associated with the introduction of the 
type predicates. However, it has the disadvantage that normal query evaluation may 
flounder. Since this is particularly undesirable for casual users, it is important to 
identify a class of databases and queries for which we are guaranteed that normal 
query evaluation does not flounder. 
Dejnition. Let D be a database and Q a query + W, where W has free variables 
xi,. -. 9 x,. We say DU {Q} is allowed if there exists a typed general form P of 
DU {answer(x,,..., xn) + W} such that P U {G} is allowed, where G is the 
typed general goal + answer(x,, . . . , x,). 
If D U {Q} is allowed, then one can prove that P U {G} is allowed for euery 
typed general form P of D U {answer(x,, . . . , x,)+ W}. Note that it is easy to 
implement an efficient mechanism to test that D U (Q} is allowed. 
Example. Let D be {p(a)+} and Q be + Vx/~p(x). Then D U {Q} is not 
allowed. 
Example. Let D be { p(a) + , q(b) +- } and Q be +- VX/T( p(x) +- q(x)). Then 
D u {Q} is allowed. 
Proposition 4. Let D be a database, Q a query +- W, and R a safe computation rule. 
Suppose that D U {Q } is allowed. Then the following properties hold: 
(a) The normal evaluation of D U {Q } via R does not Jlounder. 
(b) Every normal R-computed answer substitution for D U { Q ) is a ground substitu- 
tion for all free variables in W. 
PROOF. Let P be a typed general form of D U {answer(x,, . . . , x,) +- W}, and G 
the typed general goal + answer(x,, . . . , x,,), where xi,. . . , x, are the free variables 
in W. Then P U {G} is allowed, and the result follows immediately from the typed 
version of Proposition 1. Cl 
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We now present the appropriate soundness and completeness results for normal 
query evaluation. These results differ from the typed versions of the type-free 
soundness and completeness results in [8], [9] and earlier in this paper (Proposition 3) 
only in that the completion of a database also includes the domain closure axioms. 
This means that the soundness results are obvious, but the completeness results 
require some work. 
Theorem 3 (Soundness of normal query evaluation). Let D be a database, Q a query, 
and R a safe computation rule. Then every normal R-computed answer substitution 
for D U {Q} is a correct answer substitution for comp( D) U ( Q }. 
PROOF. First note that the typed version of the soundness of SLDNF-resolution for 
extended programs holds [9, Theorem 21. The result now follows, since comp( D) is a 
stronger theory than the completion of D, where D is regarded as a typed extended 
program. Cl 
Theorem 4 (Soundness of normal integrity constraint checking). Let D be a database, 
Wan integrity constraint, and R a safe computation rule. Suppose that camp(D) is 
consistent. Then the following properties hold: 
(a) If there exists a normal SLDNF-refutation of D U { +- W} via R, then D 
satisfies W. 
(b) If D U { + W } has a finitely failed normal SLDNF-tree via R, then D violates 
W. 
PROOF. Part (a) follows from the typed version of the soundness of SLDNF-resolu- 
tion for extended programs [9, theorem 21. Part (b) follows from the typed version of 
the soundness of the negation as failure rule for extended programs [9,Theorem 11. 
0 
Theorem 5 (Simplification of normal integrity constraint checking). Let D and D’ be 
definite databases and t a transaction whose application to D produces D’. Suppose t 
consists of a sequence of deletions followed by a sequence of additions and that the 
application of the sequence of deletions to D produces the intermediate database D”. 
Let w=vx,** . Vx,W’ be an integrity constraint in prenex conjunctive normal 
form. Suppose D satisfies W. Let 8 = { 8 : B is the restriction to x1,. . ., x, of an 
mgu of a negated atom in W and an atom in atom.,,,.,} and \k = { # : J/ is the 
restrtctton to x1,. . . , x, of an mgu of an atom in W and an atom in atom,,,, D }. 
Then the following properties hold: 
(a) D’ satisfies W if D’ satisfies V( W ‘+) for all $I E 8 U *. 
(b) Zf D'u { +V(W’+)} h as a normal SLDNF-refutation for all $J E 0 U \k, then 
D’ satisfies W. 
(c) If D’ u { + V(W’+)} h as a jinitely failed normal SLDNF-tree for some + E 8 
U \k, then D’ violates W. 
PROOF. (a): This part is proved in [li)]. 
(b): This part follows immediately from Theorem 3 and part (a). 
(c): Suppose D’ U { + V( WY)} has a finitely failed normal SLDNF-tree for some 
Cp E 8 U \k. By the typed version of Theorem 1 of [9], - V( WY) is a logical 
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consequence of comp( 0’). Hence W is not a logical consequence of comp( D’), and 
so D’ violates W. 0 
Theorem 6 (Completeness of normal query evaluation for dejinite databases). Let D be 
a deJnite database, Q a definite quev + W, and R a computation rule. Let 8 be a 
correct answer substitution for comp( D) U {Q } that is a ground substitution for all 
variables in W. Then there exists a normal R-computed answer substitution o for 
D U {Q} and a substitution y such that 8 = ay. 
PROOF. Let M be the least typed Herbrand model for D. Then M, together with 
each =T assigned the identity relation, satisfies the equality theory and hence is a 
model for camp(D), by the typed version of Proposition 14.3 of [8]. Since e is a 
correct answer substitution for comp( D) U {Q}, we have that W8 is true in M. By 
the typed version of Theorem 6.6 of [8], it follows that We is a logical consequence 
of D. The result now follows by applying the typed version of the strong complete- 
ness theorem for SLD-resolution [8, Theorem 9.51. 0 
The assumption in the above theorem that e is ground cannot be omitted. 
Example. Suppose that D is { p(a) +- }, Q is +p(x), 6’ is the identity substitution, 
and a is the only constant (or function) of type (range type) 7. Then Vx/~p(x) is a 
logical consequence of comp( D), but 0 is not an instance of any normal computed 
answer substitution for D U { Q }. 
Theorem 7 (Completeness of normal query evaluation for hierarchical databases). Let 
D be a hierarchical database, Q a query + W, and R a safe computation rule. 
Suppose that D U {Q } is allowed. Then the following properties hold: 
(a) Each normal SLDNF-tree for D U {Q} via R is finite, and every branch of 
each such tree is either successful or failed. 
(b) If 8 is a correct answer substitution for camp(D) U {Q} that is a ground 
substitution for all free variables in W, then 8 is a normal R-computed answer 
substitution for D U { Q }. 
PROOF. Suppose W has free variables x1,. . . , x,. Using the database version of 
Lemma l(b) of [9], we have that 8 is a correct answer substitution for comp( D’) u 
{G}, where D’ is the database DU {answer(x,,...,x,)+ W} and G is the query 
+ answer( x1,. . . , xn). Let P be a database which is a general form of D’. Then, by 
the database version of lemma 4, we have that 8 is a correct answer substitution for 
comp( P) U {G }. Note also that P is hierarchical because D is hierarchical, and that 
P u { G } is allowed. 
Let M be a normal typed model for the completion of P, where P is now 
regarded as a typed general program. Note that, in this case, the completion of P 
does not include the domain closure axioms. As P is hierarchical, the completion of 
P has a (unique) normal typed Herbrand model M’. Furthermore, because P U { G } 
is allowed and P is hierarchical, one can prove the following property by induction. 
If a predicate p occurs in a positive literal in the body of a clause in P, then each 
tuple of the relation assigned to p by M is an instance of a ground atom, and M and 
M’ assign the same true value to each ground atom p(tl,. . . , t,); for other 
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predicates q, M and M’ assign the same truth value to each ground atom 
4(s 1, f *. 9 sm>. 
As M’ is also a model for the domain closure axioms, M’ is a model for 
camp(P), where P is regarded as a database. Thus, since answer(x,, . . :,,> xr) 13 is a 
logical consequence of comp( P), we have that answer(x,, . . . , x,) 8 is true in M’ 
and hence in M. That is, answer(x,, . . . , x,) 8 is a logical consequence of the 
completion of P, where P is regarded as a typed general program. The result now 
follows from the typed version of Proposition 3. q 
Finally, we mention another disadvantage of using normal query evaluation. This 
is that a correct answer which really does depend on the domain closure axioms may 
not be computed. 
Example. Let D be {p(a)+}, Q b e + Vx/~p(x), and a be the only constant (or 
function) of type (range type) T. Then the identity substitution is correct, but normal 
query evaluation flounders. In contrast, the first query evaluation process does 
compute the identity substitution. 
5. DISCUSSION 
We have presented in [9], [lo], and the current paper a theoretical basis for deductive 
database systems which are implemented using a PROLOG system as the query 
evaluator. The deductive database systems use typed first order logic as a uniform 
language for the expression of databases, queries, and integrity constraints. A 
relational database can be regarded as a deductive database which consists solely of 
ground unit clauses [13]. Thus our results are equally applicable to relational 
database systems. 
We have given definitions of database, query, integrity constraint, and the 
completion of a database. We have given a definition of an answer to a query being 
correct with respect to a database and also presented a definition of an integrity 
constraint being satisfied or violated by a database. 
We have described two query evaluation processes based on translating databases 
and queries into general programs and goals, in the first process, and typed general 
programs and goals, in the second process. In each case, the translation is performed 
using the 10 transformations given in [9]. In the first process, type predicates and a 
type theory are introduced and a PROLOG system acts as a type-free theorem 
prover. In the second process, no type predicates or type theory are required and a 
PROLOG system acts as a typed theorem prover. 
The main results we have proved are that both query evaluation processes are 
sound and that, for definite or hierarchical databases, both processes are complete. 
This does not solve the open problem stated in [lo], as more general conditions 
under which query evaluation is complete are still required. 
We have also proved that integrity constraint checking using either query evalua- 
tion process is sound. In [lo], we described a simplification method for checking 
integrity constraints and proved that it also is sound. This method generalizes 
Nicolas’s method for relational databases [12]. 
We have shown that the first query evaluation process never flounders and only 
computes ground answer substitutions. We have identified a class of allowed 
databases and queries for which the second query evaluation process also never 
flounders and computes only ground answer substitutions. 
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It would be desirable to extend our theory to allow the predicates = 7 and the 
aggregate functions number, sum, average, minimum, and maximum in databases, 
queries, and integrity constraints. 
We feel that it is natural to include the domain closure axioms in the definition of 
the completion of a database. Roughly speaking, these axioms capture the idea that 
the only objects which exist are those that can be explicitly named. The first query 
evaluation process then implements these axioms by introducing type predicates and 
the type theory. Regarding this, it is important to note that the only proper place for 
the type predicates is at the implementation level. Users should be presented with a 
typed language in which the database and queries are expressed. This approach 
clearly separates declarative and procedural concepts. 
It is also possible to omit the domain closure axioms from the definition of the 
completion. In this case, only the second query evaluation process can be used. 
We argue that the deductive database system approach, based on first order logic, 
has many attractive properties. First, it provides an expressive nvironment for data 
modeling as the use of database clauses allows a single general statement to replace 
many explicit facts. 
Second, it allows a single formalism to be used for expressing databases, queries, 
integrity constraints, views, and programs. In particular, there is no need for the 
separate query language and host programming language that are commonly used in 
relational database systems. 
Third, logic itself has a well-understood and well-developed theory which already 
provides much of the theoretical foundation required for database systems. 
Fourth, logic allows the declarative expression of databases, queries, integrity 
constraints, and especially the key concept of a correct answer substitution. The 
advantage to the user of only having to deal with declarative concepts is obvious. 
Finally, and this is most important, our approach encourages a clear separation of 
the declarative and procedural concepts. For example, we can distinguish the 
declarative concept of a correct answer from the evaluation process used to compute 
the answer. This contrasts with the standard relational database approach in which 
the declarative concept is commonly either ignored or identified with the implemen- 
tation. The existence of a declarative definition provides an important yardstick 
against which the correctness of an implementation can be measured. Without it, we 
could not have even stated our soundness and completeness theorems. 
It must be admitted that typed first order logic can be a difficult query language 
for a casual user. Nevertheless, we argue that, because of its conciseness and 
well-defined declarative semantics, it is still preferable to other query languages uch 
as SQL. We see its eventual role, however, as a target language for translators from 
more palatable query languages uch as subsets of English. 
We can see no reason why the implementation of a deductive database system, 
such as we have described, cannot be made about as efficient as the implementation 
of a relational database system. The main cost in either system is retrieving ground 
unit clauses from secondary storage, and the problem of clause indexing has been 
solved at least as well in deductive database systems as it has in relational database 
systems. 
This leaves the key problem of query optimization. Here matters are complicated 
in deductive database systems by the presence of rules. However, the optimization 
techniques used in relational database systems are applicable to deductive database 
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systems. To apply these techniques it will sometimes be necessary to modify the 
backtrack search used by a PROLOG system. For example, if a goal containing 
several atoms can be regarded as a join query, then the join optimizations well 
known in relational database systems can be used. Similarly, it is often preferable to 
store sets of values in main memory instead of repeatedly retrieving them from 
secondary storage. How to incorporate these changes into the query evaluation 
process is the subject of current research. 
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